
• During these  lessons you will be developing the following skills

• Skills challenge student guide

Literacy P

Numeracy P

Digital Literacy P

Critical thinking and problem solving

Planning and organisation 

Creativity and innovation 

Personal effectiveness P



ENTERPRISE AND 
EMPLOYABILITY CHALLENGE 

20% 

It will involve you carrying out detailed research and 
develop a clear plan of the steps needed to move on 
to a realistic destination when you complete your 
current studies. 



ASSESSMENT TASK



WHAT THE WJEC SAYS…

• identification of two potential career pathways; 

• direct contact with employers to enquire about their 
requirements; 

• an up to date CV 

• a formal supporting letter of application for a post OR a a
personal statement for UCAS application;

• analysis of personal skills and attributes, experiences and 
qualifications and the gaps which need to be addressed in 
order to achieve the move to chosen destination; 

• a cost analysis of personal financial demands of independent 
living and life style expectations. 



WHERE SHOULD YOU SAVE 
WORK?

On or before the 3rd April you should  the copy and paste these 
into your Enterprise  handing in point

1. Skills audit and detailed action plan

2. CV

3. 2 career profiles (detailed)

4. Evidence of contact with employers for career paths- sort 
out work experience

5. Competency based questions

6. Pen Portrait (creative ICT skills) 

7. Very draft personal statement 

8. Cost analysis scenario (Excel plus analysis)



To assess the potential career pathways open to you based on 
qualifications, experience and skills and ability

Skills audits



TASK 1

• Careers Wales  https://careerswales.gov.wales/plan-your-

career/job-matching-quiz



HTTPS://CAREERSWALES.GOV.WALES/BUZZQUIZ

✓ Do the BUZZ 

quiz

✓ Next, do the job 

matching quiz

✓ Screenshot or 

copy

✓ Summarise your 

results



SIGN UP HERE…



You will need an e mail address



DESTINATION PLANNING

• Copy and paste your results into a Word Document called 

“Destination Plan” 



TASK 2

• More skills audits 



ENTERPRISE CATALYST 
WWW.ENTERPRISECATALYST.CO.UK

Open this box and click 

on Key Stage 5 16 to 18 



You will need an e mail address 

as a log in and to complete 

these details.  

School post code is CF62 8ZJ



If you don’t have an e mail account that 

has a professional/serious name, please 

create one now.  Gmail is a very easy one 

to use.    You teacher will help you. 

You email should include your name and 

no reference to computer games, sex, 

alcohol or anything illegal. 



Complete the test on your own.  If you don’t understand any questions ask your 

teacher.  Try not to share your answers with the rest of the class as this might 

influence your results. 



Click the circle closest to the statement that applies to you.  There are no wrong answers.



Just click the ones that 

apply to you.  If you came 

to the event at the Motor 

Point arena you have 

attended an enterprise 

event.



Once you have completed 

the test it will give you a 

short summary about 

yourself.  Now download the detailed PDF report 



Save this in  you area



Right click, save as in 

your folder.  

Call it “Your name, 

Enterprise Catalyst”  



Your detailed report will give you lots of information about 

yourself.

Create a PowerPoint called “Skills Audits” 

• Identify your strengths and weaknesses from  your report.

• Screen shot the diagrams from your report 

• Identify any  gaps in your skills and experience

• What could you between now and Christmas to improve? 



TASK 3

Fill in A3 Skills Audit Summary



COMPLETE THE A3 SKILLS AUDIT 



WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT 
YOURSELF?

Everyone has one of 16 personalities … which one are you? 

https://www.16personalities.com/free-personality-test

What is your character?  Find out more…

https://www.viacharacter.org/survey/account/register



CV & PEN PORTRAIT

• CV

• Use Word Templates 



CV

• Create a professional looking CV 



PEN PORTRAIT 

• Design a creative and interesting pen portrait about 

yourself

• You are aiming to show ICT skills and creativity 

• https://www.canva.com is a creative and easy way to do it

• Should be completed by 3rd April





CURRICULUM VITAE



OBJECTIVES AMCANION DYSGU

• To create an up to date CV providing a chronological 

account of qualifications, experiences and employment 

history



RECAP: CREATING A CV

• Look online to find examples of a good CV

• What makes them look professional? 



RECAP: WHAT IS A CV

• The term 'Curriculum Vitae', commonly abbreviated to 

CV, can be literally translated as 'course of life'. 

• Sometimes referred to as a résumé, it's a summary of 

your career history that is often the first phase in getting 

yourself noticed by potential employers.



WHY CVS ARE REQUESTED?

• When a vacancy opens, employers will put together a 
person specification; a list of the skills and experience they 
want the ideal candidate to possess. From this list, the job 
advert is created, which is where they will ask you to send 
them your CV.

• How closely your CV matches the person specification is 
the key factor in determining whether they see you as a 
suitable person to join their company.

• Unlike an application form, a CV allows you to decide 
which information is most relevant to each role you apply 
for.



WHAT SHOULD A CV INCLUDE?

• Personal details

• Education

• Experience

• Skills

• Hobbies and interests

• References



LINKING YOUR SKILLS TO YOUR 
CV

Ideally, you will be able to link your key skills to workplace 
experience, but if this is not possible then try to links ways in 
which you have used them outside of employment situations.

Most key skills fall into one of three categories:

• Transferable skills – skills acquired in one setting but can be 
used in many different sorts of businesses.

• Job-related skills - skills which are specific to a certain line 
of employment and may require you to have received training 
to perform.

• Adaptive skills. These sorts of aptitudes are sometimes less 
obvious and harder to quantify because they rely on 
personality traits rather than learning.



COMMON MISTAKES TO 
AVOID

• Advice on the mistakes not to make

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_fP43gcBywU



HOW TO WRITE THE 
PERFECT CV

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYVwhLChAG8

Consider:

• Layout

• The typeface

• The font size



POTENTIAL CAREER 
PATHWAYS



Interests

Capabilities

Career Pathway

You have some important decisions to make in the next 
year regarding your future plans. 

When deciding on the best career pathway for you need to 
take several factors in to account including your interests 

and your capabilities.  
Start at the end- what careers have you discussed so far?



CERTAIN JOBS WILL REQUIRE 
CERTAIN SKILLS

• Attitude – understanding yourself and your motivation and 
setting and achieving your goals

• Creativity - generating ideas, solving problems and creating 
opportunities

• Relationships – expressing your own views and ideas, 
understanding others’ viewpoints and working co-operatively

• Organisation – being able to make decisions and fulfill your 
objectives by planning and managing situations, opportunities 
and risk



TASK 1

• Brainstorm your interests, skills and results of the job 

matching quiz

• What careers would you  like to research?



Interests/

Skills

Careers 



CAREER PATHWAYS 
SPECIFIC SKILLS REQUIRED
DESIRABLE ATTRIBUTES
REQUIREMENTS LINKED TO 
EXPERIENCE
QUALIFICATIONS NEEDED

You will need to write in detail about two 

careers. 

Use the template to help you





Specific Skills



Attributes

.



Experience



Qualifications required



EXAMPLES 

This example is okay, but 

lacks the specific details the 

one on the next page has.

✓ Named universities or 

apprenticeship 

programmes

✓ Details about 

qualifications

✓ What experience would 

you need in order to 

compete?





NEXT STAGE- WORK 
EXPERIENCE

You are required to make direct contact with employers to 

enquire about their requirements.

Produce an action plan with dates and detailed comments:  

• Potential employers to contact

• How are you going to contact them?

• What questions are you going to ask?

• 13th July to 17th July 



ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL SKILLS 
AND ATTRIBUTES, EXPERIENCES 
AND QUALIFICATIONS SKILLS 



BRIDGING THE GAP

• Some of the careers paths which you will have 
identified will require certain skills. 

• It is important that at an early stage you identify 
what is required so that you can bridge the gap. 
You wouldn’t apply for a job as a takeaway driver if 
you couldn’t ride a motor bike or drive a car. The 
same applies for your career path



ACTION PLAN TASK

Create a detailed action plan for development of your 
skills. This will need to include:

• Dates for skills

• Action points to improve the skills



COST ANALYSIS



COST ANALYSIS

• To complete a detailed cost analysis of personal 
financial demands of independent living and life 
style expectations



BUDGETING

• In life you may want to get a job to earn money so 
that you can move out from your family home and 
start being more independent. 

• You will have to learn to budget your money so that 
you can pay for rent, food, household products, 
travel expenses and you may also want to save some 
money aside for later life.



LEARNERS SHOULD PRODUCE:
A COST ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL FINANCIAL 

DEMANDS OF INDEPENDENT LIVING AND LIFE 
STYLE EXPECTATIONS.'

Select one of the following scenarios and carry out a cost analysis of 
the financial demands involved.

➢ You are moving away from home and need to decide which is the best 
accommodation option for you. The first step on your journey to 
becoming a homeowner is to decide whether you should rent or buy
your home?

➢ You are starting university or a new job which involves travelling a 
distance on a daily basis. The first step is to decide whether you need 
a car to drive to your destination or whether to use public transport. 
Compare running costs of 2 different cars. Compare costs of driving 
with public transportation.

➢ Consider the financial demands related to borrowing money to make a 
substantial purchase required for the future destination of university 
or a new job. Evaluate different options for borrowing money. 



REQUIREMENTS

• A word based report document with an excel 
spread sheet/ excel formula to support your 
decision 

• Double check your figures - Sources your figures


